
INFORMATION REGARDING THE PURCHASE OF BULLET COINS AND SHARES 

 

 Currently, there are 5,000 available Shares. One Share comprises of 500 

Tokens/Coins (Bullet Coins).  One Bullet Coin currently has a value of 1 ounce of 

99.9% Pure Gold.  Each Bullet Coin has its own unique registry number and 

Certificate of Ownership. 

Upon Launch, one share will be valued at one million US dollars.  One Share will 

have the value of 500 Bullet Coins, of 99.9% Pure Gold.   

One Share = 500 Coins = 500/one-ounce (oz.) coins = one million US dollars of 

Gold on the AMC Registry in the purchaser’s name and Certificate of Ownership (A 

Share can be collectively purchased as one entity and traded as one entity of 500 

Bullet Coins). 

A Share's value of Bullet Coins cannot be traded below 75% of its value.  If such a 

transaction occurs, the Share will be returned to the Registry, and the remaining 

25% of the Share's Value in Bullet Coins will be paid out to Share Holders at the 

current market value. 

A buyer purchases one Share, valued at one million US dollars, and AMC secures 

back to the buyer one million US dollars in Gold giving the buyer the ability to use 

that one million US dollars to be traded on our CryptoCurrency exchange, and as 

history has proven time and time again, the value of the Bullet Coins will certainly 

increase. 

The registry numbers assigned to the Bullet Coins will reduce, and or eliminate the 

risk of forgery, resulting in the Bullet Coins having a secured value within AMC 

(Amazon Mining Chile).   The registered Bullet Coins can be sold by trading on our 

Exchange for its increased value obtained from the speculator’s market.  



Once the Bullet Coins are removed from the registered Bank, and or Ledger in the 

Crypto-Cloud, they are redeemed at their current market value, and are no longer 

traded on the Exchange.  Currently, Gold will only be traded in ounces. In the near 

future, the Silver Bullet Coins will also be traded in ounces. 

The ability to trade up to 75% of the Share's (Bullet Coins) value, will create a very 

lucrative profit source, coupled with the Shareholders’ ownership, includes profits 

as a Shareholder from AMC.  Profits will consist from the recovery of assets from 

the mining conducted by AMC.  Further profits will be available to Share Holders 

from transactions on our fee based exchange. 

There are a limited number of Bullet Coins produced and made available, creating 

a vibrant market fueled by simple supply and demand economics.  As the 

speculators will see their dream opportunity with Bullet Coins come to fruition, it 

is obvious to see the value this CryptoCurrency-Plus, opportunity affords to all 

parties involved.  A transaction of this nature is rare because it is very fruitful to all 

participants involved. 

The goal of AMC is to have our technology complete, secure, and capable to 

complete a transaction within 3 to 5 seconds. (“Ripple’s”) 

There will be different levels of transaction fees based on each transaction's value.  

This will advance our block chain network with its fluidity as well as an incentive 

to the different transaction validation service providers.  

 

 

 

 


